
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Priority One Message from the Communications Department: 

 

Happy November Marie Curie! 

 

I wanted to take this space today to highlight some month-specific messages for you all.  Below this message will be 

our typical Supplemental content—explanations and updates on each Discord channel’s recent goings-on. 

 

First, I am thankful for you all!  In this season of Thanksgiving, you are all in my thoughts and I’m grateful to know 

(and get to know) each and every one of you.  Here’s to a successful start to (what is sure to be) the most chaotic 

holiday season of all time… which leads me to my next point. 

 

Second, as tempting as it may be to see family and friends this Thanksgiving, please, please exercise an abundance of 

caution in doing so.  We’re not out of the woods yet with this pandemic, and there are so many folks who are either 

unable or unwilling to get the vaccine for one reason or another.  If you haven’t yet, please get vaccinated.  If you 

have, please look into getting a booster shot if you are eligible!  Otherwise, don’t be afraid to ask your community if 

they are doing their part in curbing the effects of COVID; be careful with whom you gather, and take steps to 

quarantine after any travel plans. 

 

Third, Thanksgiving is a heavy and complex holiday with a problematic history.  In recognition of the atrocities 

committed upon U.S. First Nations peoples (and then transmuted into a holiday by white America), the Marie Curie 

Communications Department would like to highlight several organizations which would be well-served by receiving 

donations this month.  The Duwamish Tribe of Seattle, Washington, has a rich and beautiful history in working 

with white immigrants and achieving recognition among the local government for centuries.  Donations go to 

maintaining the Seattle-based Longhouse and Cultural Center, which does outreach and education on tribal culture. 

The Native American Rights Fund engages in national advocacy efforts in curbing voter suppression among 

indigenous folks, and supporting tribal sovereignty.  Finally, Warrior Women is an educational project dedicated to 

compiling, documenting, and preserving the oral storytelling and tradition which has persisted in indigenous 

communities (and striving to make these stories accessible to all). 

 

Finally, Comms hopes you all (including our non-American crewmembers) have a safe month, and stay warm as the 

weather cools.  LLAP! 

 

-Lieutenant Samantha, Chief Communications Officer 
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Important Stuff 

Transporter Room 

• The basic information about the chapter and how we operate. Please abide by the rules held herein, and Be 

Excellent to Each Other. 

Reaction Roles 

• This is where you sign up to get involved. You can give yourself some extra roles that will let us tag you for 

certain events or clubs inside the USS Curie and keep us from yelling at everyone all the time for things they 

might not be interested in. If you don't want to be tagged in announcements for these things, don't worry 

about picking up the role - you're still more than welcome to chat in their respective channels. 

• Don't worry if the message occasionally vanishes and updates with some new options; all your old roles will 

remain intact even if the number of reactions do change.  If you do click it again, don't worry—you'll remain 

in the group until you click the reaction off again. 

Events and Announcements 

• Announcements and updates by the Command Staff regarding chapter activities and Discord rules. 

Event Signups 

• This channel holds the sign-up for weekly events, anything from casual conversation to day-long watch 

parties is included here! 

• Keep your eye on this channel for Prodigy and Discovery watch parties in the near future; our Command 

staff is setting up some cool stuff to participate in. 

Awards and Recognition 

• Whenever a member of crew accomplishes something of note within the organization, they get a certificate. 

Here is where they live! 

 

General 

Crew Bios and Visitor Instructions 

• Where all the introductions of our command staff and crew members live. If you’re new, please post a little 

something about yourself. 

• A warm welcome to our newest crewmates: Ensign Stephen and Midshipman Robert. We hope you both 

enjoy your time with us. We’re happy to have you! 

The Promenade 

• All miscellaneous chatter and fun conversation. Anything you have to say that has nothing to do with any 

other channel goes here. Start a conversation! 

Science and Medicine 

• Any interesting things we hear about science or medicine goes here. The biggest conversations lately have 

been COVID vaccine development, but other common topics are medical needs with which our crew is 

familiar one reason or another.  Thanks to all who were concerned and offered advice when our Chief 

Comms Officer was MIA due to the seasonal flu. I’m feeling much better now! 

Stellar Cartography 

• Astronomy updates and space news, mostly from our Science Officer Lieutenant Jen. More detailed 

quarterly observation targets are included in each quarter’s Ship’s Log. SpaceBot also lives here! Click the 

pin at the top of the channel to see all the things it can do. 

Terrestrial Weather Scanners 

• Interesting weather patterns going on with our crewmembers from the many different places in which they 

may live. 

Games and Hobbies 

• Have a hobby or a tabletop/video game you enjoy? Talk about it here!  



• Recently, Lieutenant Ren has been posting about their new custom-build computer.  It looks great! 

Curie Pets 

• Need a pick-me-up? In this location, we share photos of our fur-babies and feather-babies. Have a pet? 

Drop a cute picture of them here! 

Turbolift Music 

• Have a song or an artist you want to share? Plop into this channel and post a YouTube link or simply talk 

about it, we'd love to listen in! 

Quark’s Bar & Grill 

• Have a recipe or are particularly proud of a dish or drink you made? Take a picture and post it here! We 

have a community of at-home cooks who love to try new things, and we all love seeing a well-organized, 

aesthetically pleasing dinner plate. We’re all continually impressed with Ensign Bianca’s RV dishes on-the-

road.  Thanks for the munchies, Ensign! 

Photos and Memes 

• This channel hosts mostly completely unrelated memes and random Star Trek things we see throughout the 

week. Stop by here to see what our crewmates are seeing! 

Serious Stuff 

• An opt-in channel for current affairs and general heavy topics. Most common conversations regard news 

articles or political issues. 

Body by Starfleet 

• Post your fitness goals and whether you achieve them, and ask for accountability from other shipmates! 

COVID has sapped a lot of our motivation to stay fit and healthy, but let's all band together and encourage 

one another to get started! 

USS Curie IDIC 

• Based on the Vulcan philosophy “Infinite Diversity in Infinite Combinations,” this channel is a safe space 

for LGBTQ+ members to talk about their identities and discuss topics related to diversity and personal 

history. 

NaNo Curie Mo 

• It’s November, my dudes!! This channel is a hub of all crewmates who participate in National Novel Writing 

Month every year. Participating in NaNoWriMo this year, or working on a writing project you’d like to 

share? Drop it here for discussion, we’d love to read! 

Transport Destinations 

• For visitors to the server, this is where you invite us to your chapter’s server on Discord. If you want to visit 

another server, the links will be here when they arrive. 

 

Ten Forward Voice Chat 

The Jalanda Forum Band 

• A bunch of our musically inclined crewmates are in the process of starting a band! Drop by this channel to 

see what they’re up to and give them a listen once life allows them to record together. 

Ten Forward No Mic 

• If you don't have a microphone you want to use, but you want to contribute to a conversation happening in 

the Voice channel below, comment here!  

Ten Forward Voice Chat 

• Click on this channel if you want to hear the voices of fellow crewmates! 

 

Media Spoilers 

Book Club 



• Star Trek-themed book club! The current book club read, and is Star Trek Deep Space Nine: Sacraments, by 

David A. George III, which began on May 2nd, 2021! Read 2 chapters a week with discussion open all week 

in the channel. 

Books 

• Have an interesting book or series you love? Share it here.  Lieutenant Erica rules this channel, hopefully 

reaching her year-end goal of reading 100 books in 2021. 

Comics 

• For our comic book fans aboard the ship, this channel provides a place for any and all comic themes and 

topics. 

Movies 

• Any and all movies you want to share with the crew, not restricted to Star Trek films. 

TV 

• Any and all TV shows you want to share with the crew, not restricted to Star Trek TV content. 

Discovery 

• Conversation regarding the CBS TV show Star Trek: Discovery.  

• We try to block off any huge spoilers, but we can't promise you won't see something that may surprise you 

if you have not seen the show yet!  Season 4 premiers November 18th, 2021, so beware any spoilers. If you 

plan to post reviews or talk about the new season, make sure you use spoilers censor bars. Simply place your 

text between || and ||. 

Picard 

• Conversation regarding the CBS TV show Star Trek: Picard.  

• We try to block off any huge spoilers, but we can't promise you won't see something that may surprise you 

if you have not seen the show yet. The first season completed in 2019, and Season 2 is slated for February 

2022.  Looking forward to it! 

The Other Treks 

• Conversation regarding all Star Trek shows: Deep Space Nine (DS9), The Original Series (TOS), The Animated 

Series (TAS), The Next Generation (TNG), Voyager (VOY), Enterprise (ENT), Discovery (DIS) Lower Decks (LD), 

Picard (PIC), Strange New Worlds (SNW), and Prodigy (PRO). 

• We try to block off spoilers, but we can't promise you won't see something that may surprise you if you 

have not seen the shows yet! Also, many of these shows stopped airing at least a decade ago, so get with the 

times and watch them all! 

 

Main Viewscreen 

Main Viewscreen Episode Discussion 

• Talk about whatever the crew is watching via chat here. 

Viewscreen Trivia 

• Our command staff will provide fun interactive trivia during watch parties, so you can guess answers to fun 

Trek Trivia here! 

Viewscreen Off Topic 

• Want to chat about something with viewscreen attendants, but it has nothing to do with the episode? Drop 

it here!  

Main Viewscreen Broadcast 

• Click on this to join the conversation or watch the episode during a watch party! 

 

Curie Crew Chat 

Important Things 



• A repository for important links and documents for the USS Marie Curie's crew. 

Other Discords 

• Other Discord servers you can join if you feel so inclined.  

• Curie/Versailles: http://discord.gg/dyex7Zs 

• Region 5: https://discord.gg/xeFZFjV 

• SFI Official: https://discord.gg/5SbunAK 

Crew Roles 

• We have six different departments to take part in, and here is where you sign up for it!  Click a reaction to 

sign up for a department, and that department’s lead will reach out on how you can help with department 

duties. 

Conference Room 

• Serious chapter business. If you only want the crew to see an announcement regarding the chapter, here is 

where it goes. 

Vote Room 

• Sometimes we have a chapter-wide vote on new Handbook provisions, and this is where you can vote on 

whether the provision should be enacted. 

Event Planning 

• This is where we plan for and advertise events outside of the chapter, mostly with Starfleet International or 

unrelated business that chapter members may find interesting. 

Comms Dropbox 

• Department updates for the quarterly newsletter will be placed here, or Private Messaged to the current 

Chief of Communications, Lieutenant Samantha. 

SFMC 

• Starfleet Marine Corps, a part of the organization for members who enjoy the military-style Star Trek 

elements. Marie Curie branch pending establishment soon! 

Academy Days 

• Questions about STARFLEET Academy? Accomplishment sharing? Bring it on in. 

Secret Science Lab 

• Brand new very super-secret science lab where our Science Chief Lieutenant Jen does sciency things. 

 

Crew Lounge Voice Chat 

• The written chat and voice call feed of our crew only, not available to visitors. 

 

Logs 

• All log channels cover what our department chiefs have been up to and what they are currently working on. 

If you're curious about plugging into a specific department, tap into that department's channel and see what 

they have been doing in the chapter! 

  

Live long and prosper, 

Marie Curie Communications Department | USS Marie Curie 

STARFLEET International Fan Association 

sfi.org  |  usscurie.org 
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